


The year is 10,036 and we're on Savage Soland. Chaos has
erupted. 1,000 Genesis CyberVillainz, previously mutated
heroes—now imposing pixel beasts—are agonizing 
the world. Little do they know... the heroez are coming back.

About



$BROCCOLI Utility

Improvements

Revamped website
Non-custodial staking
Lore-based quests

Expand Alpha

12 Alpha channels w/
paid callers
Wallet tracking tools

WL & NFT raffles
Legendary auctions
Project Dolphin 
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Alpha

Rapid Fire Analysis
Long Form Analysis
Mint Plays
Secondary Signals
Wallet Trackers of 15 Influencers

CyberVillainz Alpha DAO will be the differentiator
between our community and the average NFT
project's alpha channel. 

CyberVillainz will professionalize alpha with a wide
array of analysis and points of view: 

We will relentlessly pursue opportunities to win as 
a group. 

We have more paid callers than 
other projects.
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We only hire callers with proven success in 
the space.



Reward Economy
Your ideas, your creativity, and your time have worth.
We will pay members virtual currency who
contribute through an intuitive Discord economy
that will reward holders for their time and effort. 

Rewards will be determined through points that can
be redeemed for $BROCCOLI, NFTs, and custom
social media content.

The activities to receive rewards and the amount 
of points given will be changed regularly and
communicated in the Discord. 



Project Dolphin

NFT/Token Trackers
Mint Calendar
Floor Price Alerts
Price Analytics

Project Dolphin is a dashboard and a suite of tools to
help NFT investors save time. A one-stop NFT tool to
manage workflows regarding buying, selling,
holding, and minting NFTs.

CyberVillainz and CyberHeroez can gain access to
this tool via our partnership if they meet certain
requirements. 

The team dashboard provides:



Metaverse partners
CyberVillainz will be integrated into top-tier
metaverses via strategic partnerships. 

Sovana

CyberVillainz will also be available as a playable 3D
avatar in the upcoming metaverse game
Rumbleworld. This 3D avatar is already rigged and
ready to go.

Rumbleworld

One of the first partners is Sovana. Holding a
CyberVillain will allow you to take part in the
Sovanaverse for exclusive events, games, and more. 



Legendary Auctions
There are 10 Legendary CyberVillainz. The remaining
eight will be auctioned on a custom auction house
built through our partnership with Solaland.

The auctions will be used to continue funding the
DAO wallet, paying staff, and offering lucrative
community incentives like NFT giveaways.

This is the example auction page for DeGods.



Staking

Staking Site

Gen 1 = 10 $BROCCOLI/day
Gen 2 = 6 $BROCCOLI/day
Gen 1 + Gen 2 = 12 $BROCCOLI/day

We've partnered with Xin Dragons to do staking for
the CyberVillainz and CyberHeroez. Our staking
platform is non-custodial meaning the NFTs never
leave your wallet. 

Below are the daily staking rewards for
$BROCCOLI. Holding a Gen 1 and a Gen 2 is the
best way to increase yields. 

The $BROCCOLI token is a pure utility token and
can be used for auctions, WL raffles, and Project
Dolphin access.



47%

79%

39%

Quest Rewards
Quests increase staking yields for individuals. In
addition, there are 3 factions that will have
competitions based on "quests" that will result in
rewards for holders.

Winners will get weekly airdrops with 1st place
receiving 50% of the pot, 2nd place receiving 30%,
and 3rd place receiving 20% (subject to change).

In the example, faction B would get the highest
rewards at the end of the week.

Faction A on Quest

Faction B on Quest

Faction C On Quest

= 1st

= 2nd

= 3rd



Background Lore
40-Panel Episode / Story
Lore Prompts
Rewards System and Bot

We have hired a well known Lore Master to help
build a community-driven story that can keep us
engaged and reward members for contributions.  

Deliverables

In addition, the lore will be used to create a graphic
comic book based on the battles between the
CyberVillainz and the CyberHeroez.

Lore



Gen 2
CyberHeroez

2,222 Supply 
2 CyberVillainz + 500 $BROCCOLI = 1
mint
Holders get discounted mint of 1
CyberHeroez. 
Only 100 Cyber OG roles for non-holders
discounted mint of 1 Presale

CyberHeroez are the next generation in the
Cyber Brand.

The funds will be used to continue building
the CyberVillainz team, finding new utilities,
and developing the brand. 



CyberVillainz now has a full time dev-ops team dedicated to making
effective NFT trading tools and services for CyberVillainz holders, as
well as for distribution to other projects as an additional revenue
stream to help keep CyberVillainz sustainable and profitable for the
long term. 

In the future CyberVillainz and CyberHeroez community members will
be able to provide tool suggestions, feedback, and take advantage of
these products and services as holders.

Discord Trading Tools & Services



Holder Perks
CyberVillainz

Staking for 10 $BROCCOLI per day
Questing for additional $BROCCOLI
Access to ALL 11 Alpha Caller Channels
FCFS WL & WL Raffled for $BROCCOLI 
16 Influencer Wallet Trackers 
NFT Raffles & NFT Auctions 
DAO Voting 

CyberHeroez
Staking for 6 $BROCCOLI per day
Questing for additional $BROCCOLI
Access to 3 Alpha Caller Channels
FCFS WL & WL Raffled for $BROCCOLI 
16 Influencer Wallet Trackers 
NFT Raffles & NFT Auctions 
DAO Voting 

Project Doplhin Access 
Hold 2 CyberVillainz
Hold 1 CyberVillain and 1 CyberHero
Hold 1 CyberVillain + 50 $Broccoli/Month

Cybervillain + CyberHero
Staking Yields 24 $BROCCOLI/Day
Access to Project Dolphin
Access to All Alpha Channels


